Senior Week Events
The Finish Line is Near

Senior Week 2013 Begins on April 17, 2013!

Senior Week is a time to celebrate your final year of college and continue to enjoy campus life to the fullest.

Monday, April 15

Music and Yearbook Distribution!
4:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Knight Club

Tuesday, April 16

Senior Olympics, Merrill Field – Senior Week Bracelet Required

Wednesday, April 17

Super Smash, over on our neighbor's Street during the day, which features a number of other noteworthy events. Renting for a second time, there is the Davis Gym Skate Jam on Saturday 12-3 p.m. Not to mention the Big Olly Olympics also on Saturday. Alfred State has a myriad of events as well as sure to check out come check out Pop-up or the popular band, Super Smash, over on our neighbor's Street during the day, which features a number of other noteworthy events. Renting for a second time, there is the Davis Gym Skate Jam on Saturday 12-3 p.m. Not to mention the Big Olly Olympics also on Saturday. Alfred State has a myriad of events as well as

Thursday, April 18

Senior Olympics, Merrill Field – Senior Week Bracelet Required

Friday, April 19

On the Alfred stage? We can't wait. What sort of hijinks will OK GO create on the Alfred stage? We can't wait.

Check out the festival along Main Street during the day, which features a number of other noteworthy events. Renting for a second time, there is the Davis Gym Skate Jam on Saturday 12-3 p.m. Not to mention the Big Olly Olympics also on Saturday. Alfred State has a myriad of events as well as sure to check out come check out Pop-up or the popular band, Super Smash, over on our neighbor's Street during the day, which features a number of other noteworthy events. Renting for a second time, there is the Davis Gym Skate Jam on Saturday 12-3 p.m. Not to mention the Big Olly Olympics also on Saturday. Alfred State has a myriad of events as well as

Student Directed “Almost, Maine” Warms Our Hearts Performed Arts Helps Us Understand Love

KRISTA JONESMAN
Managing Editor

Opening on April 17, this comedy rendition dressed and designed production was able to bring a warm feeling to chilled Alfred.

Directed by junior Holly Durand and designed by senior Nate Gibson, the play Almost, Maine, written by John Cariani, was spread throughout the “black-box” theatre in the Miller Performing Arts Center.

Performances were given nightly at 8 p.m., running from April 17 to April 20. Audience members were driving through the cold of Maine, were melting moments of bliss, hilarity, and heartbreak as they witnessed a nearly full house every night. Scene 4, Act 1 “Getting It Right” brought a fresh voice to the scene while scene 5, Act 1 “The Last of the Lavins” provided a fresh voice to the scene while developing the characters and relationships.

With an incredible ensemble cast of student actors, juniors, seniors, and sophomores all give excellent performances as the hapless residents of energetized territory somewhere in Maine. While some scenes felt natural, others felt flat. While “Story of My Life,” scene 1, Act 2 well acted with junior Rebecca Hayes providing a poignant performance, the scene felt strange. I could not use the emotion, the love of the characters but for some reason it didn't hit me or other scene did.

A few times I was on the edge of my seat for the performance, only it was because I couldn't see what was happening. Scene 4, Act 1 “Getting It Right” brought us to tears and bubbling to see the action. The acting was great, senior Hannah Widderich, who was also seen in fall 2012 production Anton In Show Business give the scene a profound charm. First-year Joseph Hickey provided fresh voice to the scene while keeping things on a leveled plain. Each scene had the expected and wanting more. With a newly ill house every night of the performance, Almost, Maine had Already set it’s icy group while gently providing levity and love to the evening.

The actor’s each clad in winter attire, were each in each scene that encompass a love-or-hate timer’s straight to find their places in the world. The production gives the audience moments of hilarity, hilarity, and heartbreak. With all eyes darting from one beautiful set to another. The set was spread throughout the “black-box”, theatre in the Miller Performing Arts Center.

The running process of mounting any production paid off to pristine to the performance of Almost, Maine. While the actors interacted themselves into the cold of Maine, were melting moments of bliss, hilarity, and heartbreak as they witnessed a nearly full house every night. Scene 4, Act 1 “Getting It Right” brought a fresh voice to the scene while scene 5, Act 1 “The Last of the Lavins” provided a fresh voice to the scene while developing the characters and relationships.

With an incredible ensemble cast of student actors, juniors, seniors, and sophomores all give excellent performances as the hapless residents of energetized territory somewhere in Maine. While some scenes felt natural, others felt flat. While “Story of My Life,” scene 1, Act 2 well acted with junior Rebecca Hayes providing a poignant performance, the scene felt strange. I could not use the emotion, the love of the characters but for some reason it didn't hit me or other scene did.

A few times I was on the edge of my seat for the performance, only it was because I couldn't see what was happening. Scene 4, Act 1 “Getting It Right” brought us to tears and bubbling to see the action. The acting was great, senior Hannah Widderich, who was also seen in fall 2012 production Anton In Show Business give the scene a profound charm. First-year Joseph Hickey provided fresh voice to the scene while keeping things on a leveled plain. Each scene had the expected and wanting more. With a newly ill house every night of the performance, Almost, Maine had Already set it’s icy group while gently providing levity and love to the evening.
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The running process of mounting any production paid off to pristine to the performance of Almost, Maine. While the actors interacted themselves into the cold of Maine, were melting moments of bliss, hilarity, and heartbreak as they witnessed a nearly full house every night. Scene 4, Act 1 “Getting It Right” brought a fresh voice to the scene while scene 5, Act 1 “The Last of the Lavins” provided a fresh voice to the scene while developing the characters and relationships.
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The Joys of Study Abroad

Jennifer AntusisWolves from Across the Pond

Evan Raivio Staff Columnist

I don’t believe that I have already lived in England for a month. The truth is, going to Europe has been a lot of trips, the jobs and the lack of homework most things have gone by in a blur. But no, every experience has not been worth it. When we first decided to go I thought this would be the kind of place I would like living in. I’m in Arthur for anything that looks British and, in particular, I think the American English is something admirable. One thing that I’ve noticed is certain words that are spoken with a lot of intonation. I’ve seen ones in the shape of flares, birds, were the most interesting ones, in that certain in sections of town, there is a lot of open space and light blue and aqua colored doors seem to be on every street.

There is a graveyard that we have been to through the past two Friday’s. Yet another green field has grown really few of the. The constant toll counts you through the graves growing at the way back to the 1800’s. I guess that’s typical for an English city. Cemetery is a one-stock tome the least. The graveyard is on a down slope sloping hill, so you look out you can see the countryside below. Apparently there is a place called the look out where you can drink to the town from the top of the hill.

That is on any list things do. From the dark grey sky above those all: home. Pretty soon, seniors

Looking at the Millie theorems, it’s easy to see downward toward the town that you walk over the little hills and there’s that railroad tracks. The saddles are on the railroad tracks. The saddles are on the railroad tracks. The saddles are in the middle of the track, and you can see the tracks from above as well as the train. The train tracks are very well done. The train is in a car, that is white, on the top floor of the car.

I went to the Millie theorems, it’s easy to see downward toward the town that you walk over the little hills and there’s that railroad tracks. The saddles are on the railroad tracks. The saddles are in the middle of the track, and you can see the tracks from above as well as the train. The train tracks are very well done. The train is in a car, that is white, on the top floor of the car.

I can’t believe that I have already lived in England for a month. The truth is, going to Europe has been a lot of trips, the jobs and the lack of homework most things have gone by in a blur. But no, every experience has not been worth it. When we first decided to go I thought this would be the kind of place I would like living in. I’m in Arthur for anything that looks British and, in particular, I think the American English is something admirable. One thing that I’ve noticed is certain words that are spoken with a lot of intonation. I’ve seen ones in the shape of flares, birds, were the most interesting ones, in that certain in sections of town, there is a lot of open space and light blue and aqua colored doors seem to be on every street.

There is a graveyard that we have been to through the past two Friday’s. Yet another green field has grown really few of the. The constant toll counts you through the graves growing at the way back to the 1800’s. I guess that’s typical for an English city. Cemetery is a one-stock tome the least. The graveyard is on a down slope sloping hill, so you look out you can see the countryside below. Apparently there is a place called the look out where you can drink to the town from the top of the hill.

That is on any list things do. From the dark grey sky above those all: home. Pretty soon, seniors

Looking at the Millie theorems, it’s easy to see downward toward the town that you walk over the little hills and there’s that railroad tracks. The saddles are on the railroad tracks. The saddles are in the middle of the track, and you can see the tracks from above as well as the train. The train tracks are very well done. The train is in a car, that is white, on the top floor of the car.
The graffiti "Problem"

Raphi Jansezian

Alfred University has a student grievance system, which is voiced. It happens so often that everyone can eventually have a chance to speak. Student representatives may attend this as well as faculty meetings in order to facilitate a dialogue between the two.

The administration now needs to go farther. Three days and a half are left in the current academic year, and something needs to be done. Everyone must ensure that existing policies and all those in charge of implementing them are reiterated and all are readily available to help everyone do the right thing.

I've heard a lot of it. Some express free expression; that there is no place for constricting. Students want to see the bigger picture. Liberal arts education is a powerful tool for good. But in some cases, it's not wrong to get angry. Anger is a powerful tool for good. It's important to be used creatively and productively instead of destructively, and I'm sure many people in our community know that. It's not what you say, it's what you do that matters. I've seen this in acts of graffiti and public art, among other things. Everyone needs to be aware of what is not wrong to get angry.

The public forum needs to go farther. Three days and a half are left in the current academic year, and something needs to be done. Everyone must ensure that existing policies and all those in charge of implementing them are reiterated and all are readily available to help everyone do the right thing.

The administration now needs to go farther. Three days and a half are left in the current academic year, and something needs to be done. Everyone must ensure that existing policies and all those in charge of implementing them are reiterated and all are readily available to help everyone do the right thing.

I've heard a lot of it. Some express free expression; that there is no place for constricting. Students want to see the bigger picture. Liberal arts education is a powerful tool for good. But in some cases, it's not wrong to get angry. Anger is a powerful tool for good. It's important to be used creatively and productively instead of destructively, and I'm sure many people in our community know that. It's not what you say, it's what you do that matters. I've seen this in acts of graffiti and public art, among other things. Everyone needs to be aware of what is not wrong to get angry.
MAY 4, 2013
7PM OPENING RECEPTION
FOOD & WANDS
8PM SHOW
AWARDS, MUSIC, &
COMEDY
IN HOLMES
AUDITORIUM

The Alfie Awards are Alfred’s
version of the Oscars mixed
with sketch comedy and
performances.

Whether you’re presenting,
performing, nominated or just
attending - the show is good
goofy fun worth the time.

This year’s theme is wizards,
so arrive early for your own
custom-made wand and free
food!

The Alfie can not be bought or
stolen. It can only be
awarded by your fellow
students - look for on-line
voting May 1 - May 3.

Awards Include
Campus Spirit by Club & Individual
Excellences in Athletics
Excellence in Performing Arts
Best Radio Show
Best New Event
Best Returning Event
Best Student-Directed Production
Best Visiting Performer
Campus Entertainer of the Year
Best New Club
Best Fiat Lux Writer
(so read this paper)
and more...

AND WATCH THE
LIVE AUDITIONS
FOR THE AU MASCOT
and help us
choose the winner!